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CALL FOR PAPERS

Keynote Speakers
David Johnston – Oxford University
Clare Benson – Birmingham City University
Judith Mooreland – Waikato University

In 1969 the Nobel Prize winning researcher Herbert Simon attempted to categorize learning. Simon concluded that all learning could be located in one of two categories. The first was the natural sciences which Simon argued were concerned with understanding “what is” while the second Simon categorized as design which was concerned with “what might be” that is, with the explicitly normative purpose of achieving desirable ends. The underpinning for most contemporary technology education programs is some form of design process and technology teachers grapple with the challenge of providing learning experiences that develop in their students the abilities to engage with meaningful problems and achieve desirable solutions. The ways in which teachers are helping students to identify issues and formulate ways to address them are not well known but are the subject of research in many countries. This conference aims to present research examining these aspects of technology education.

The conference organising committee invites papers that address aspects of teaching and learning in technology education concerned with the theme of the conference. While papers addressing the conference theme are particularly welcome, authors are invited to submit research papers addressing any topic relevant to technology education.
Delegates will come from a wide range of technology education stakeholders - teacher educators, teachers, researchers, post-graduate students, policy makers, curriculum developers, consultants, and members of the broader educational community.

All papers accepted for the conference will be peer reviewed and published in hard copy prior to the conference.

For further information about the conference contact the Conference Directors
Howard Middleton or Margarita Pavlova
Email h.middleton@griffith.edu.au  m.pavlova@griffith.edu.au

Please send abstracts of less than 200 words to the Conference Program Coordinator
Diane Burns by 14 March 2008 Or, to be placed on the e-mail list for further information about the conference:

Email d.burns@griffith.edu.au

or Fax to
Griffith Institute for Educational Research
Faculty of Education
GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY QLD 4111 AUSTRALIA
International Fax +61 7 3735 5991
International Tel +61 7 3735 5724